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ABSTRACT
There are many frequency domain applications like speech deconvolution etc where a
frequency based model is much better suited to fit the data. In that case, we use Fourier
Based Parametric Model to estimate an unknown Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system.
Based on this model, we estimate a LPE (Linear Prediction Error) filter for parameter
estimation. CR bounds are also calculated for the parameters. Finally, two algorithms for
the calculation of parameters from given finite Gaussian data is presented. Some results
are shown for the simulation studies.

INTRODUCTION
A widely known problem is the identification and estimation of an unknown LTI system
h(n) which can be driven by an unknown random signal u(n) with only a given set of output
measurements x(n). In that case x(n)=u(n)*h(n). A parametric model for the LTI system is
usually used in the design of statistical signal processing algorithms because h(n) can be
easily characterized by its parameters, and thus, estimation of h(n) becomes a parameter
estimation problem that often leads to mathematically tractable solutions with predictable
performance. The system function H(z) is often modeled as a parametric rational function
(ARMA(p,q))
( )
( )=
( )
Except for a scale factor, the ARMA model can also be expressed as ( ) = . ( ). ( ) in
a minimum maximum decomposition where,

This is called Min-Max decomposition because C(z) is a causal stable minimum phase
system and D(z) is anti-causal stable maximum phase system. In this case, the stability of
the rational model requires determination of C(z) and D(z) from unknown H(z). For a
recursive algorithm, it becomes a very tedious process to do at every step. So, we try to use
a Fourier Series based model instead of ARMA(p,q) for finding the parameters of the
unknown LTI system. Being a periodic function, it is also stable and the parameters have
not to be found at every step of an iterative algorithm like before. Further, we describe how
to form and estimate a FSBM model.

Non Minimum Phase FSBM
Assume that h(n) is a real non-min phase LTI system with frequency response H()=H*(- )
( )+ ∑ 
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defined as ( ) = exp ∑
This FSBM can be decomposed into two forms:
1. Magnitude Phase(MG-PS)
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FSBM for LPE Filter
Based on the given finite data we have now to estimate the parameters of the LTI system
for which we will use a LPE filter which is of FIR form (since the data is finite). First, we
consider the conventional LPE filter and then the FSM model and compare the two.
1. Conventional LPE filter
Assume that x(n) is a real stationary random process, where is h(n) is a stable LTI
system driven by a white noise u(n) with zero mean and non zero variance . The
conventional pth-order LPE filter
( ) = 1+∑
Such that the prediction error is
( )= ( )∗

= ( )+
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and has minimum variance or average power. An optimum LPE filter in this case is
min phase and can be solved from the orthogonality principle
[ ( ) ( − )] = 0

A well-known fact in estimation theory is that for any unbiased estimates and with given
finite data, their covariance matrix is lower bounded by the CR bounds
0
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2. LPE Filters using FSBM
( ) be a causal minimum-phase IIR filter with

Let the pth-order LPE filter
(0) = 1 and
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and the prediction error is given by
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Now let us present the CR bounds associated with
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( ) is an FSBM (p, q) guassian process is then the approximate probability density
function.
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where I(ω) is the periodogram
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then the CR bounds are given by
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where I is the P×P identity matrix.
Note that the CR bounds associated with AR parameters depend on correlations of x(n),
whereas those associated with α are uniform and independent of correlations of x(n). The
CR bound associated with σ is the same for both FSBM and AR model.
The optimum LPE filter ( ) is described in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Assume that ( ) is an output with input noise ( ) with zero mean and
variance
and ( ) is an FSBM ( ∗ , ) then, for any ≥ ∗, the optimum LPE filter
( )=
( ) =
( ) = .
with
(
( )

The proof of theorem 1 is as follows

The power spectrum of ( ) can be easily seen to be
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where
( ) × ( ) (since | ( )| = |
( )|) is also a causal
minimum-phase system with leading coefficient (0) = 1 since both
( ) and ( ) are
causal minimum-phase filters with the same leading coefficient ℎ (0) = (0) = 1.
Therefore
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which holds only when ( ) = ( ). Thus, the optimum minimum-phase LPE filter
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Algorithm 1- Estimation of HMP()
Based on Theorem 1 above, an iterative algorithm is used to estimate of find an
( ) with finite data
approximation to the amplitude parameters with finite data ie
(0), (1), … . . ( − 1) as follows:
1. Search for the minimum of objective function
∑
=

( )

Where e(n) is the prediction error and J is essentially the variance of the function
which needs to be minimized and the associated optimum
by a gradient-type iterative
optimization algorithm (such as the well-known Fletcher–Powell algorithm).
( ) and
S2)
Obtain the estimates
by
( )=
(or
= − ) and
( )
=

Note: Only local estimates can be found since non linear optimization is used. The optimum
prediction error corresponds to the equalized amplitude data. When the given data is
Guassian, FSBM estimates are the same as AML estimates (Approximate Maximum
Likelihood)

Estimation of FSBM parameters from LPE filter
After we have modeled the LPE filter based on FSBM, we then try to estimate its
parameters, which are four in number: the order of amplitude component of the FSBM, the
order of the phase component, and the amplitude and phase parameters.
Estimation of order ‘p’ of amplitude component
This is done by using the well known Akaike Information Crietria –AIC(k) given by
( ) = −2

;
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can be used for the estimation of assuming ≫ . The optimum estimate, which is denoted
( ) is minimum for = . Let
by ̂ , of is the one such that,
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denote the minimum prediction error power of the LPE filter of order equal to k. Then
( )=
( ) +2

Estimation of order ‘q’ of phase component
For this we use the cumulant variation rate approach. Cumulant Variation Rate (CVR(k))
is defined as

where (k) is the maximum of
-M-th order cumulant associated with the k-th
order all pass FSBM. The optimum estimate, which is denoted by , is the smallest integer
such that CVR(k) is below a threshold for all k>

Estimation of amplitude parameters
The amplitude parameters are estimated based on theorem 1 by the Algorithm 1 which has
been previously described.
Estimation of phase parameters
The phase parameters are estimated by maximizing a single absolute Mth order sample
cumulant
( ) = ( )∗

of the phase equalized (all pass filtered) data
( ) where

( ) is a q-th order all pass FSBM
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is non linear in  , we can again use the gradient type iterative algorithm

like Fletcher Powell algorithm to estimate it.
To formalize this discussion, two particular algorithms are listed below to estimate the
parameters for the FSBM model based on the two different decompositions that we had
earlier mentioned.

ALGORITHM 2
Based on Magnitude Phase decomposition (MG-PS),separate amplitude and phase
parameter estimation.
Step 1: Estimate HMP(w) and 2 using Algorithm 1. This gives us the values of
which we can get the HMG(w).

, from

Step 2: Find the optimum all pass FSBM GAP(w). Then, obtain  = − and estimate of
HPS(w) since

( )≅

( )

ALGORITHM 3
Based on Minimum Phase All pass decomposition (MP-AP),separate amplitude and
phase parameter estimation.
Step 1: Estimate HMP(w) and 2 using Algorithm 1. This gives us the values of
obtain the optimum prediction error ( ) ≅ ( ) ∗ ℎ ( )

.Also,

Step 2: Find the optimum all pass FSBM GAP(w) where ( ) ≅ ( ) ∗
( ) and the order of
the all pass FSBM
( ) is max(p,q). Then, obtain  = − − , = 1,2, … max( , , ) and
estimate of HAP(w) since

( )≅

( )

EXAMPLE
In this example we first generate finite data from a given FSBM model and then using
those data points try to estimate the parameters of the FSBM of LTI system and then
perform an error analysis to see how has the method performed. A comparison between the
two algorithms is also done. The driving input u(n) is assumed to be a zero mean white
Gaussian random sequence and a non minimum phase FSBM(3,4) given by

N, here, is the sample size ie the number of data points that are taken and the simulation
results are obtained from 30 independent runs.
Finding the order of amplitude parameter ‘p’
These results show that the AIC(k) is minimum when k=3. So, the order of the model for
amplitude in FSBM is chosen to be 3. It is shown in table given below.

Finding the order of phase parameter ‘q’

Here, it is seen that k=4 is the minimum value for which CVR(k)  1% and therefore
we choose q=4.
Finding the amplitude parameters ‘ ’

Checking this with the original model, it is seen that the average estimate is almost same
as the original value. Also, root mean errors are very small and are of the order of 0.01. So,
our estimates are pretty much to the point. Also, the CR bounds are equal to the RMS
errors almost. This means that our assumption about the approximate maximum likelihood
in case the data is Gaussian is justified.

Finding the phase parameters ‘ ’

Since in both algorithms, amplitude parameters are estimated using the same method, they
are the same. However, while estimating the phase parameters, method is different. From
the results tabulated above, it is seen that the RMS error in the estimation is lesser in the
case of algorithm 3 than in algorithm 2.

Comaprison between ARMA and FSBM model

So, as we see from this, the FSBM model almost fits the ARMA model. However, it does not
fit perfectly even when p=q=.

CONCLUSIONS








As seen from above, Algorithm 3 performs better in the estimation of phase, which
means that MP-AP (minimum phase all pass) decomposition is preferred than the
MG-PS (Magnitude Phase) decomposition when determining phase.
Both kinds of decompositions give the same result for amplitude parameter
estimation.
So, overall, Algorithm 3 is preferred.
Although FSBM never gives a perfect curve, it almost fits the same as that of ARMA
model and is hugely convenient to use in frequency domain applications like
deconvolution and channel equalization, system identification, speech coding and
compression, time delay estimation, signal detection and classification.
The advantage of using FSBM model is that it always gives a stable system
irrespective of it being causal or non causal (since it is periodic ).

